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In this issue....
From Brenda - Editor

Global warming seems to be
affecting most of the world now
and Andalucía is no exception
having just experienced the
hottest summer since records
began. The rainfall is exceptionally
low this year too, though I expect
the winter may make up for it,
(we can only hope) with lots of
normally wet areas remaining
dry well into December. Fuente
de Piedra remains mostly dry
unfortunately and the lagoons
around Osuna. This will be the
last time I will address you as
Editor and I would like to thank
everyone who has supported
me in this role. Thank you to
our authors and advertisers for
supporting this January 2016
issue. Without you there would
not be a magazine.

Vice President Peter’s Review

By the time you read this we will all have celebrated the Xmas festivities
and hopefully enjoyed the break. May I take this opportunity to wish all our
members a Happy, Healthy and Peaceful New Year. Your membership and
support of the Society is much appreciated and hopefully we will continue
to move forward and advance the Society to a higher profile during 2016.
One of our aims has been to look carefully at becoming involved in
regional conservation. Several worthwhile and meaningful suggestions
have been made over the last year, but one that caught our attention was
the La Covacha restoration and conservation initiative in the Bay of Cadiz.
The Society has decided to adopt this as ‘our’ Conservation Project and
we hope you will support it. An article explaining the history and future
of the project appears within this edition of our magazine, so we hope you
will read it and help us in our efforts to make a difference with the success
of La Covacha. More news will follow and regular updates on the project
will appear here in future editions. A Birdfair will be held at the Huerta
Grande located in Pelayo, Algeciras from 18th to the 20th March 2016. We
will be present with a small stand at the event and hopefully attract a few
new members to our Society. In any event we will be promoting ABS and
our various activities, so please do try and attend if you can, your support
would be appreciated. Take care and until the next issue, good birding.

Membership Secretary Bob writes...

This past three months has not only seen the continuing admission of new
members but also some fabulous local birding in Andalucía including such
very rare sightings as Spotted Eagle, Solitary Sandpiper and Yellow-browed
Warbler all in October and, in the same month, for the first time in our
relatively short history, three field visits in one month. The four-day birding
visit to the Portuguese border was fully booked and mid-month a very
enjoyable visit was held at the Marismas del Odiel in Huelva. Then on the final
day of the month fifteen members were able to accept the invitation of our
friends at Birding the Strait for a morning’s sea-watch on the very restricted
Isla de las Palomas in Tarifa, the most southerly point of mainland Europe.
Being a member of the Andalucia Bird Society just got better and better. So,
if you are reading this magazine and not a member then do come and join
us. Further details are below and can also be found on the Society’s website.

Please be aware...

that when you go out on a
field meeting, or birding on
your own, that there are some
desperate people out there
wanting to rob you. Be very
careful and try not to leave
anything visible in the car. If
you have to leave anything in
the boot, please try and do so
without being observed
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Photo courtesy:
David Jefferson
Spotted
Crake,
a member of the
family
Rallidae.
Breeds
across
temperate
Europe
and Asia. Their
size and skulking
nature, make them
extremely difficult to
see in their preferred
habitat of marshland
vegetation.

Quebranta Huesos - Sierra de Cazorla y Segura 12
Los Llanos - Venezuela
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My local Patch - Jerez de la Frontera
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Spotted Crake
Porzana porzana

ABS Photographic Competition - Summary of Judge Commentary

It is always interesting for the jury of the photo competition looking at the entries arriving for each quarter’s photo
competition. We are lucky to have a good group of members sending in photographs, but we are sure that there are
others waiting for their chance. Already and for the 6th time now, we can grace the front-page of our magazine “Birds
of Andalucía” with the winning photograph of the competition.
Also, this time, we were lucky to receive a total of 19 photographs from 5 participating members. As a jury, we are
always looking for photographs of birds doing something interesting, something special or of birds that are very
difficult to photograph. This time the jury did not have too difficult a job to select the winner. We received a superb
photo from David Jefferson of a Spotted Crake. Their size and skulking nature make them extremely difficult to see in
their preferred habitat of marshland vegetation and then taking a picture of such high quality and perfect composition
is very special. Of course there were also other extremely good photographs, which could so easily have been a winner
on another day, but this time, competing with this perfect shot of a Spotted Crake, they were left outside of the coveted
prize of appearing on our winter front cover.
The complete Jury report with the numbers 2 and 3 can be found on our website, as well as a “slideshow” of all other
entries. We invite all photographers to send us their best shots before the 1st of April 2016 and hopefully you will see
your photograph as front page cover next time. Thank you all for your excellent photos.

Important dates for your diary

Attendance of all Field Meetings and meetings are free to members of Andalucia Bird Society.

February 20th, Saturday. Osuna and surrounding areas. Meet at 10.00hrs Venta las Vegas just off the A92 (the
Sevilla to Antequera motorway). Leader for the day: Frank Hair

Officers of ANDALUCIA BIRD SOCIETY:
President: Alfredo Carrasco
Vice President: Peter Jones
Treasurer: Luis Alberto Rodriguez
Secretary: Helen Wallbank
Membership Officer: Robert Wright
Field Meeting Officer: Frank Hair
Editor: Vacancy Other Committee Members: Brenda Jones, Pieter Verheij, John Brooks, Lindsay Pheasant,
Jerry Laycock and Derek Etherton
To learn more about the society’s activities visit our website: www.andaluciabirdsociety.org
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March 12th, Saturday. Gabo de Gata area. Meet 9.30 on the car park outside the first hide, on the main road
as you approach Cabo de Gata. Leader for the day: Bob Wright

April 9th Saturday. Spring migration at Tarifa area. Meet 09.30hrs at Lidl Carpark. Leader for the day: Frank

Hair

April 27th Wednesday. Sierra de Loja and Surrounding area. Meet at 09.30hrs Abades Service Area on the
A92 (km189) towards Granada. Leader for the day: Mick Richardson
Please see the Forum for more details and any changes a few days before each meeting. Let us know via the
Forum if you are attending any of these meetings, as we need to know numbers beforehand.
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ABS October Field Meeting
COSTA ESURI, AYAMONTE & CASTRO MARIN PORTUGAL

Geese, Purple Heron and Black and
Red Kite. The best bird for most of us
was the Yellow-crowned Bishop flitting
annoyingly about in the reeds and giving
brief glimpses.
Most of the group then went straight to
check in at Ayamonte, but as our time
was limited we decided to take the road

Egret, all conspired to provide so many
opportunities we needed more than 1 pair
of eyes. If only the LBJs would sit quietly
on the top of bushes.
In the evening the golf Director, Jaime
Riestra, proudly took us to a lake in the
centre of the course, where much to our
surprise we had a great birding session
in the beautiful evening sun, which was
setting behind us. There were Purple
Swamphen, Snipe, Red-legged Partridge,
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Sardinian and Willow Warbler, Hoopoe,
Whinchat, Whitethroat, Hobby and a late
Honey Buzzard.
It is certainly one of the most interesting
and rewarding areas in the western part of
Andalucia. Unfortunately we did not see
the Little Bittern, which can sometimes be
seen in the reeds just outside the Visitors
Centre, but the shallow lake was nearly
dry.
On Thursday morning we all said our
goodbyes. In total there were 22 in the
group, coming from all over Andalucía
and it was a pleasure to get to know such
helpful, knowledgeable and friendly
birders. We all have Bob Wright to thank
for such a well organised and enjoyable
trip. One feature, which I particularly
liked was the option to stay as a group or
do your own thing, meeting others from
time to time to keep up-to-date.
Several people decided to stay at El Rocio
for an extra night, but we had to get back
and chose the ferry at Coria del Rio to cross
the Guadalquiver to Isla Menor. Driving
through the partially harvested rice fields
the profusion of birds was amazing. This
was where the birds from Doñana had
come. We started with a small clump of
reeds producing Yellow-crowned Bishop
and several Common Waxbills. A truly
amazing experience as they sat perfectly
still and in full view for once. Following

side stretches the sea all the way to the
lighthouse, whilst the estuary runs on
the other. So you have beach, sand dunes,
mudflats, and small stretches of heathland
to whet your appetite.
Here we saw Black-necked Grebe, Caspian
and Sandwich Tern, Curlew, Greenshank,
Kentish and Grey Plover, Little Stint,
Marsh Sandpiper, Oystercatcher, Slenderbilled Gull, Turnstone and Whimbrel.
Away from the wetlands Redstart,
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Red Kite

Azure-winged Magpie

also were huge flocks of Black-winged
Stilt, Pied Avocet and some ducks, most
notable were Marbled Teal.
We travelled back past the Venta to go
south through Isla Mayor to explore the
rice fields in an arc bringing us round to
Villamanrique. Here were seen Montagu’s
and Hen Harrier, Osprey, Black and White
Stork, Glossy Ibis, Lapwing, Greylag

Gadwall, Teal and Shoveler, Red-rumped
Swallow and some were lucky to see a
Melodious Warbler. As Jamie explained,
the reed beds were the night roost of
Egrets and as the light faded flock after
flock came in until there were hundreds
settling down for the night. As a bonus
2 of our party went a different way to
the lake and stumbled upon a Collared
Pratincole. We all need some luck.
On the Wednesday we drove for 40
minutes to the Visitors Centre at the
entrance to the Odiel Marshes, which
are the other side of the Rio Odiel to
Huelva. This is where the 22km road to
the Lighthouse starts, although at present
the last 9kms are closed due to sea defence
works. Nowhere is it more than a few
hundred meters wide so access to both
shores is easy.
Once you have left the Centre the first areas
of interest are the salt pans/marshes where
you can walk along the dykes to 2 hides,
both well positioned. Other walks are also
available allowing a thorough exploration
of these wetlands. Once you leave them
the areas either side of the road are closed
off to protect breeding birds, however the
towers erected to provide nesting sites for
Ospreys are clearly visible, but pull-offs
are few and far between.
However, once you have crossed a
large bridge, parking is easy. On one

Curlew

After meeting most of the group at a
Venta, we headed out to bird the road past
the Dehesa Information Centre, which
proved very rewarding. The highlights
were Black-crowned Night Heron in the
disused quarry, a Lesser Short-toed Lark
just off the road and bathed in beautiful
sunshine, were hundreds of Flamingo
on the first lake, a stunning sight. Here

Black-crowned Night Heron

Never rely on weather reports. For 5 months we had
seen no rain, but the day before we went all forecasts
predicted heavy rain for the whole trip. So it was with
some trepidation that we set out in heavy rain in the
dark as we had a 3 hour drive to the meeting point at
Dehesa de Abajo, to the South West of Seville.
However, once we had passed Jerez the sun came out
and stayed out with the exception of some early mist
at the Odiel Marshes.

to the Valdeverde Centre in the centre of
Doñana. It was about 50kms in total off
road. What a disappointment and contrast
to the commercially farmed rice fields,
kilometer after kilometer of dry barren
land, which I remembered as wetland
only a few years ago. Bereft of birdlife
except for a small lake near the centre
where the only birds seen were Mallards.
We did see 3 Great White Egrets but they
were sensibly flying over.
We then headed to our apartment in Costa
Esuri. These were superb. They were selfcatering but we all ate at the Costa Esuri
Golf Club, which was laid out on the
banks of the Rio Guadiana, as the food
was excellent quality and value. If you
want to stay near the Portuguese border
this is an ideal location for exploring the
region.
On the Tuesday we took a 15 minute drive
to arrive at the Castro Marim reserve
in Portugal. This is a huge saltpan area
with only a small part still being worked.
Birding the tract to the Visitors Centre we
observed Bluethroat, Dartford Warbler,
Pied Flycatcher, Azure-winged Magpie,
Spoonbill, Mediterranean, Lesser Blackbacked and Black-headed Gull, Bartailed and Black-tailed Godwit, Ringed
Plover, Buzzard and a Peregrine flew over,
Curlew, Green and Common Sandpiper
together with numbers of Cattle and Little

the track running south on the east side
of the Rio the huge fields were filled with
thousands of different birds, Flamingo,
Ibis, Stork, Gulls, Spoonbill, Lapwing, etc.
with Marsh Harrier everywhere.
We headed home reluctantly, but once
again a big Thank You to Bob Wright
and we look forward to our next trip.

John Brooks - ABS Member

Advertisement

What to do when you find an

Eagle Owl
under a bush near your home ...

1. Take deep breaths – this is really happening.
2. Phone a friend. Make sure it is a
knowledgeable one, who gives sound advice!
3. Pick up a dog-carrying box from a neighbour,
strong gardening gloves, and a duvet cover (I
thought a blanket too heavy, and a sheet too
flimsy), and don’t forget the phone!
On Sunday morning a neighbour called with a tale of an
enormous owl under a bush down the lane. Her dog had been
curious but cautious about something lurking there and she had
been startled and amazed at the sight of 2 enormous eyes staring
at her. It must be a Tawny Owl, I thought, it surely couldn’t be
an Eagle Owl; remind me of that if I express annoyance that the
rescue service thought the same! But, in fairness, I hear Tawny
Owls most nights (and many days) through most of the year but
have only seen one Eagle Owl nearby and that the other side of
Marchena (about 12 kms as the Eagle Owl flies) near a turkey
abattoir.
I hurried off with my friend and two hundred yards from the
house, under a holm oak tree, fitting neatly into a hollow in a
low, shrubby bush was an enormous owl with great big “ears” and
giant yellow eyes (yes, I sound as if I am reading a book to my
grandson). It also had beautiful variegated plumage but its left
wing appeared injured. I had to get within a metre of it before I
spotted it in its hiding place and then retreated quickly. That is
when actions 1. – 3. above came into play.
Within minutes I was rushing back to the Eagle Owl and
approaching with trepidation. (This is someone who is nervous
about picking up a chick at the local farm so that her grandson
can stroke it, in case she harms the chick.) When I approached
within a metre of the owl it hissed at me, puffing out its feathers
impressively, and as I stepped closer it lay almost on its back
hissing furiously at me. I threw the duvet cover over its head and
tucked it under its body but when I tried to lift it I realised its
talons were clinging to a strong branch of the bush. My gloved
hand unclasped its claws, one by one, and this time I was able to
lift it into the box. Exhale! Inhale!
After ringing the Guardia Civil on 062, and being given the
number of the local (Seville branch) of Centro de Recuperación
de Especias Amenazadas (threatened species) (CREA) I left a
message on their answer phone and sat back (metaphorically)
and waited, and waited, and waited. Lesson number 4: if you
are going to find an Eagle Owl under a bush near your home
make sure it is not a Sunday followed by a public holiday! I put
my reluctant guest in the dark outside store room. My drinks
offer was rudely rejected as it overturned the plastic tub and gave
itself wet feet. Chicken fillets were treated with more interest
and a chicken leg the following night was demolished, giving me
courage that it was feeling well in itself. Even so, at first light (or

before) I checked on my guest and was relieved to hear it’s gentle
hiss, and see it’s yellow eyes staring at me. On Monday I rang José
at the Vulture recuperation centre in Ronda. He said the best I
could do was wait for CREA to collect the owl, so as not to stress
it by moving it unnecessarily. He suggested the bird might have
flown into an electric fence and indeed there is one within metres
of where it was found. He told me to soak the chicken in water
before serving as this was the best way of getting water into the
bird.
Hooray! Tuesday arrived and so did Raoul and his colleague
from CREA. I could have kissed them! (At least I might have
before Raoul got his face splattered with Eagle Owl pee!) We
brought the owl in its box outside and opened the door but it had
no intention of coming out to meet its new hosts and gave us its
“don’t mess with me” glare. They confirmed it was a fully adult
Eagle Owl. Raoul, with gloved hand (but no helmet), held its legs
firmly and tried to extract it but the owl had other ideas! After a
struggle, Raoul proved the winner but the owl had the final say
as it flapped its wings furiously (and it seemed to me even the left
wing which I had thought injured) covering Raoul from head
to foot in … well, too much information! His colleague opened
the box (cardboard with holes punched in it) and this impressive
bird was silenced.
Never have I been so relieved to say goodbye to a house guest!
Not because of its bad manners or its hissing dislike of me, but
because I was assured it was going into the hands of experts and
would have a cage as tall as my palms (that’s tall) in which to
recuperate. Friends described it as a happy ending – I did hope
so.
Sadly, however, there was no happy ending. The owl’s
injured wing was so infested with maggots that it was almost
disintegrating and the infection and maggots had spread to its
chest and lungs, so that there was no way the vet could save it.
Evidently its lively aspect was no indication of its state of health
as raptors defend and attack until they are almost dead.
Footnote: The heading is clearly tongue and cheek; if anyone has better
advice to offer on how to handle such a situation, I am sure such advice
would be welcome. For instance, Peter Jones instructed me on how to
stroke its beak and tickle its tummy but he had a reluctant pupil!

Linda Roberts - ABS Member
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I penned a rather hurriedly written
article at short notice for the ABS Spring
2015 issue about Zapata and promised the
editor I would expand upon it at a later
date. So here it is complete with a list
of birds recorded in the 2 years Barbara
and I have paid particular attention to
the area. I am not saying this is ‘it’, rather
that visiting the area twice a week for the
past 18 months has given us a clearer idea
of the birds liable to be found. Having
this regularity means we can record the
seasonal ‘fly over’ birds such as Black Kite,
Honey Buzzard, White and Black Storks
etc.
Pleasingly, other members of the ABS
have shown a great interest in the area and
it’s been a pleasure to show them around,
and, of course, it also means more pairs
of eyes recording species consequently
expanding the list.
For this year Barbara and I have stuck
to a definite pattern of observation in
that we go early in the morning, which
during the very hot summer months was
a blessing. This has definite plusses in
that before dawn breaks the proliferation
of Red-necked Nightjars can be easily
viewed on the main track, but the other
advantage of this early hour is the surprise
you get when a Barn Owl perches on a
fence 5 metres from your car. On this
occasion, only the second time it has been
seen here by us, we were with a fellow
ABS member and my camera was in the
car boot! So, keeping the headlights on
full beam, I reversed a few yards, retrieved
the camera, drove back up and managed
a record shot through the windscreen
illuminated by the car lights. On a
personal note I’ve struggled to record

Barn Owl in Andalucía, but this was the
second bird in 10 days, the other sighting
on our town by-pass early one morning.
You may also on early morning visits meet
up with a couple of bird ringers, Eduardo
and Paco from nearby Torremolinos who
can be found working the large reed bed
and diligently keeping records. Nice guys
they are too and pleased to share close
views of birds that you may struggle to
find, namely Bluethroats (from August),
Common Waxbills and if you are very
lucky, Yellow Crowned Bishop.
The rising of the sun also allows you
to see the spectacle of birds emerging
from their safe roost in the reed beds and
witnessing a 100 or so Yellow Wagtails
climb up the reeds, stretch and fly off to
feed which is something to never tire of.
This of course goes for many other species.
Directions on finding the area were
given in the spring 2015 article, however
to make it clearer the co-ordinates are
36o68’81”N -4o52’29”W which will take
you to the entrance to Zapata through
the arches, from here follow the previous
advice. Depending upon the season and
time of the day which route you take is
your choice. Excepting for high summer
when the Nightjars are the big draw
before dawn, our tendency is to head for
the ford first to catch early feeders. I’ll
put a warning in here, DO NOT attempt
to cross the river after heavy rain fall or
if you are unsure. Best to sit and wait to
see if the locals cross or look for wet tyre
tracks either side, and then only cross if
you feel safe. The Night Herons are usually
around and if you are crossing the water
consider stopping half way to check up
and down the river, Kingfishers can come

very close in the nearby reeds. On the
side you cross to there are a couple of
scrapes that hold water just on the right
and it’s always worth checking the arroyo
from the close-by bridge. After this head
back through the water up the slope and
turn left along the wide track. It’s this
track that tends to attract most of the Red
-necked Nightjars and also Iberian Hare,
a personal favourite of mine. Stop at the
end to look at the reed bed and wander
down into the scrub area as it’s these reeds
that seem to hold the high percentage of
roosting Yellow Wagtails.
Drive or walk back under the landing
light pier - there is a sensible place to park
200 metres down at a place we call ‘Shorttoed Lark corner’ and in summer the
reason will become obvious! Meander up
and down the path overlooking the reed
bed which holds an amazing variety of
birds whilst not forgetting to pay attention
to the green fenced off area [AENA] as this
is also rich with life. This track will take
you back to the road just by the bridge,
and it’s always worth checking the water
under it particularly for Snipe which seem
to favour here.
Having already warned about the ford
and potential danger in flood the only
other warning would be not to visit [unless
early morning] on a Saturday or Sunday,
it’s a popular picnic and recreation area.

R - Resident

W - Winter

RC - Recorded

O - Occasional

S - Summer

P - Passage

* Although migratory, been observed all
year round
** From August

Mallard

R

Stone Curlew

W

Hoopoe

R

Melodious Warbler

S

Shoveller

Rc

Litte-ringed Plover

S

Kingfisher

R

Sardinian Warbler

R

Red-leg Partridge

R

Ringed Plover

R

Bee-eater

S

Western Bonelli's Warbler

S

Little Grebe

R

Kentish Plover

S

Wryneck

P

Willow Warbler

P

Cormorant

R

Lapwing

Rc

Crested Lark

R

Chiffchaff

W

Little Bittern*

R

Dunlin

Rc

Skylard

R

Iberian Chiffchaff

S

Night Heron*

R

Wood Sandpiper

Rc

Short-toed Lark

S

Wren

R

Cattle Egret

R

Green Sandpiper

R

Sand Martin

P

Spotted Flycatcher

S

Little Egret

R

Common Sandpiper

R

Crag Martin

W

Pied Flycatcher

P

Squacco Heron

S

Redshank

Rc

Barn Swallow

S

Great Tit

R

Grey Heron

R

Greenshank

Rc

Red-rumped Swallow

S

Blue Tit

R

Purple Heron

S

Black-tailed Godwit

Rc

House Martin

S

Long-tailed Tit

R

White Stork

Rc

Curlew

P

Tawny Pipit

S

Penduline Tit

R

Black Stork

Rc

Whimbrel

P

Water Pipit

P

Short-toed Treecreeper

R

Glossy Ibis

W

Snipe

R

Meadow Pipit

W

Iberian Grey Shrike

R

Flamingo

O

Black-headed Gull

R

White Wagtail

R

Woodhchat Shrike

S

Osprey**

W

Yellow-legged Gull

R

Yellow Wagtail

S

Jay

R

Short-toed Eagle

S

Lesser Black-backed Gull

Rc

Grey Wagtail

R

Jackdaw

R

Booted Eagle

R

Little Tern

S

Robin

R

Raven

R

Bonelli's Eagle

Rc

Sandwich Tern

P

Nightingale

S

Spotless Starling

R

Black Kite

P

Common Tern

P

Bluethroat

W

Golden Oriel

S

Marsh Harrier

R

Black Tern

P

Black Redstart

W

House Sparrow

R

Common Buzzard

O

Whiskered Tern

P

Northern Wheatear

P

Spanish Sparrow

R

Honey Buzzard

P

Wood Pigeon

R

Black-eared Wheatear

P

Chaffinch

R

Sparrowhawk

R

Collared Dove

R

Whinchat

P

Linnet

R

Common Kestrel

R

Turtle Dove

S

Stonechat

R

Goldfinch

R

Lesser Kestrel

Rc

Common Cuckoo

P

Blackbird

R

Greenfinch

R

The bird list is shown on the right
and listed as they appear in ‘Collins’, a
guide I think the majority of members
own and use and totals 132 species up to
November 2015.

Peregrine Falcon

O

Barn Owl

R

Blackcap

R

Serin

R

Water Rail

R

Little Owl

R

Whitethroat

P

Reed Bunting

R

Moorhen

R

Red-necked Nightjar

S

Zitting Cisticola

R

Corn Bunting

R

Coot

R

Common Swift

S

Cetti's Warbler

R

Yellow-crowned Weaver

R

Purple Swamp Hen

R

Pallid Swift

S

Reed Warbler

S

Common Waxbill

R

Derek Etherton - ABS Member

Black-winged Stilt

R

Alpine Swift

P

Great Reed Warbler

S

Monk Parakeet

R

Zapata - Revisited
88

99

LA COVACHA

The Andalucia Bird Society are proud to
have officially adopted the ‘Covacha’ as its
conservation project. It is an exciting project and
here Juan Martín Bermúdez explains in depth
the objects and history to the conservation value
to this reclamation work. We hope to be actively
involved in supporting the work of reclamation and raising funds to
assist with sea defences and more.
Peter Jones – Chairman ABS

TURNING THE DREAM INTO REALITY
The Bahía de Cádiz Natural Park is an
amphibious territory. Down through the
centuries, humans managed to reconcile
conserving and enhancing its natural
capital with the use of environmental
services thanks to the sustainable use of
the salt marshes, tidal streams, creeks and
saltpans.

The Fund for the Stewardship
and Recovery of the Salt Marsh
(SALARTE) is a private nonprofit entity whose purpose
is to work to recover artisan
coastal saltpans, to conserve
biodiversity and to foster
local employment based on
endogenous resources.
Up until the middle of the 20th century,
this territory, with a surface area of 10,522
Ha, was home to over 170 artisan saltpans,
which generated biodiversity, economic
resources and underpinned an exemplary
social fabric. Only 4 artisan saltpans are
still worked and 5,373 hectares of what

had been world-famous saltpans and an
example to all now lie abandoned.
The abandoning of the artisan saltpans led
to a loss of environmental diversity and the
degradation of key habits for migratory
species of birds to rest, feed and breed
along the Atlantic flyway. It also meant
the squandering of countless natural
resources that could help the recovery of
a depressed socio-economy and, finally,
the disappearance of the emotional bond
between society and the territory.
After discovering this dramatic reality
of territorial abandonment and loss of
environmental quality in a province with
a 40% unemployment rate, this team
of professionals – who at the time had
the advantage of working for the Public
Sector – began to transform a salt marsh
used for fly tipping, poaching and other
illegal activities into what is now the
largest Metropolitan Park in the Iberian
Peninsula, Los Toruños. We also organised
two International Artisan Salt Fairs and
worked to get Spanish legislation changed
to ensure a level playing field to manage
Spanish artisan saltpans on a par with
countries such as Portugal and France.

In 2012, we set up this NGO (Salarte) to
recover salt marshes as a private venture.
SALARTE seeks to show that the
sustainable management of salt marshes
generates socio-economic benefits for
the local population, fosters biodiversity,
improves the functioning of natural
processes and strengthens the bond
between humans and their natural
heritage.
Therefore, a year ago, we took over an old
saltpan-island that had been abandoned
decades ago. Thanks to our experience and
steadfast work (with barely any resources
and no public funding), we are gradually
transforming it into a Natural Reserve
that seeks to involve the human being in
the salt marsh, increase biodiversity and
showcase its wealth by organising lectures
and guided visits to this legendary
territory.
SALARTE is the only private NGO to
manage a Reserve Zone of the Andalusian
Network of Protected Natural Spaces,
which is designated as a “Special Area of
Conservation” and is part of the European
Natura 2000 Network.

La Covacha is an old saltpan with a surface area of 26.5 Ha. It is part of the Trocadero Island and one of the main squares in
Paris is named in honour of the Battle of Trocadero fought here. Despite being a cultural, historical and ecological centre, the
Trocadero Island enjoys maximum legal protection, even though it has been abandoned for decades.
Despite the numerous restoration and conversation projects by public authorities, the lack of upkeep and management of La
Covacha meant that the tides and strong back wash had damaged the sluice gates and outside boundary walls that protect
La Covacha from the surrounding marine environment. This led to a dramatic drop in the numbers of spoonbill (Platalea
leucorodia) using the colony based in La Covacha since 1996.
Convinced that civil society needed to take up the management of the saltpans and areas in the maritime-terrestrial public domain,
SALARTE sought authorisation from
the Regional Government of Andalusia
to take on La Covacha for its integral
management as a service for aquatic
and marine biodiversity.
Salarte, a private NGO, is made up
of young independent professionals
that do not have sufficient economic
resources to invest. However, thanks
to environmental volunteer drives,
agreements drawing upon the expertise
of shell fishermen and the organising of
bird-watching routes, we have repaired
the damage to the outside boundary
wall, built new sluice gates and are
managing the water inside the island
to foster biodiversity and recover the
island as a spoonbill breeding area.
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During the spring and summer of 2014, the Osprey (Pandion
haliaetus) chose La Covacha as the site for the first attempt of
non-assisted reproduction in the Bahía de Cádiz Natural Park
since it was declared extinct as a breeding bird halfway through
the 20th century. Our aim is to use management resources to
encourage osprey breeding in 2015 and future years.

Therefore, at the end of this winter and early spring, we made
significant improvements to this island, which were urgently
needed, and involving an investment of 7,000 euros. Even
though the association lacked the funds, the SALARTE members
decided to undertake the work even with the risk of having to
donate the money themselves. The construction company has
been highly supportive of the project, lowered the cost of the
works and agreed to allow us to pay in instalments.
Thanks to a successful crowdfunding initiative, we have managed
to raise nearly half the cost of the works and La Covacha has
welcomed spring and its nesting birds with a series of small but
exciting improvements, consisting of:
•
•
•
•
•

Two nesting platforms and several artificial perches for the
osprey.
A raised hide to monitor the spoonbill colony.
A refurbished tool room for the management and
maintenance of the island.
A jetty to make it easier to access the island.
A photo/video camera to monitor the osprey.

Despite being quite common in the UK, land stewardship is a
tool that is practically unknown in Andalusia. We aim to set
an example to show how important it is for civil society to
get involved in restoring the natural environment and how it
generates environmental benefits, leads to social improvements

for the population and recovers territorial
pride.
We are striving to get the general public
to be committed to improving the
territory and reproduce the Anglo-Saxon
environmental
management
model
in Andalusia. We would therefore be
delighted to welcome Andalucia Bird
Society and nature lovers, with whom
we have such strong ties and who have
done so much down through the years
to showcase the birds of Andalucia to
scientists, nature lovers and enthusiasts

around the world.
We would be delighted to welcome you to the Bay of Cadiz.
SALARTE technicians will show you the secrets of the last
traditional saltpans, explain how they work and let you discover
the mythical La Covacha Island for yourselves. The support of
ABS members is fundamental for this project as an impetus to
help this small organisation continue working on our common
goal: knowledge about and respecting nature.
During a visit, some of the many birds you are likely to see
include Ospreys and Spoonbills, Flamingos, several species
of Gulls, Great Cormorant, Caspian Terns, Gull-billed
Terns, Common Redshanks, Spotted Redshanks, Common
Greenshanks, Common Sandpipers, Wood Sandpipers, Green
Sandpipers, Curlew Sandpipers, Marsh Harriers, Hen Harriers,
Booted Eagles, Common Kestrels, Turnstones, Oystercatchers,
Grey Plovers, European Golden Plovers, Sanderlings, Red Knots,
Dunlins, Black-tailed Godwits, Bar-tailed Godwits, Eurasian
Curlews, Whimbrels, Kentish Plovers, Little-ringed Plovers,
Common Ringed Plovers. You will also be able to discover the
seagrass meadows, which are home to many species of fish,
shellfish, shrimp, prawns, sea horses and other important species.
A traditional fishing boat can take you through the tidal reed
beds and sea grass meadows to disembark –at the brand-new
jetty– on the island that the Hundred Thousand Sons of St. Louis
seized during the Peninsular Wars. You will there learn how the
marshland water is managed using sluice gates and walls, along
with having time for bird-watching and to take in this unique
scenery.
We look forward to welcoming you to the Bay of Cadiz and take
you to La Covacha where you will discover the legacy of centuries
of converging evolution between humans and nature.

Author: Juan Martín Bermúdez
Juan Martín Bermúdez, manager CEI.MAR Foundation, holds a degree
in Environmental Management from the University of Wales (19972001) and Master in Natural Areas Protected from the Autonomous
University of Madrid (2005-06). Juan Martín’s professional career
began with creating his own environmental consultancy firm (20012006), which worked as a technical advisor for the Doñana Foundation
(2003-2006), among others. Subsequently, he has been director of
Marsh Metropolitan Park The Toruños and Pinar de Algaida (20062012) and Manager of the Metropolitan Park Network of Andalusia
(2007-2011), launching the Network of Open Spaces and Green
Routes of the Bay of Cadiz and the Metropolitan Park of Palmones, in
Algeciras Bay. Author of several publications, he has been coordinator
of the book “Natural Park of the Strait: Border of Two Worlds” and
promoter of the Festival of Migration for the Strait of Gibraltar, an
ornithological international meeting. He is a renowned member of
the Governing Board of the Bay of Cadiz Natural Park and chairs the
Fund Custody and Recovery of the marsh Salinera.
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beautiful. We stopped briefly at a bridge
over a mountain stream, the head waters of
the mighty Rio Guadalquivir. On the way
we spotted a rutting Fallow Deer stag and
a group of hinds at close quarters. There

Quebranta Huesos

Sierra de Cazorla y Segura
were several European Red Squirrels,
common in the area. I also picked up the
sounds of Crested Tits, Crossbills and
raucous Jays, all whetting the appetite for
more.
Well up the road to Nava de San Pedro
(around 1900m), we stopped opposite a
massive cliff across the valley. I thought
I would show my friends a few Griffon
Vultures on the cliffs, a first for them and
then have a look for some Eagles. I soon
picked up several distant Griffon Vultures
Gyps fulvus on the ledges and showed
them the benefits of a scope! Further on,
Herman noticed some large birds on a
dead pine, silhouetted against the sky.
More Griffon Vultures. As we watched
they started to take off, revealing many
more birds, appearing apparently from
nowhere as they swept up to the rocky
pinnacles, easily seen within 500m or so
from the road. An almost Jurassic sight.
The morning flight into a thermal kettle
had started and our timing was spot on at
around 11.00 am.

Occasionally, a day out birding is extra special. This was one such day.
I had read on the Vulture Conservation Foundation’s website about the
re-introduction of Quebranta Huesos Gypaetus barbatus (or Bearded
Vulture or Lammergeier) into Andalucia from Pyrenean stock in 2005,
following the extinction of the Andalucian birds through shooting and
wastage, in the 1980’s. There are reportedly twenty-four birds in the
Cazorla Segura area of Jaen Province. There have been six breeding
attempts, both in and outside the National Park. The researchers were
thrilled to announce the first successful wild breeding attempt this
year, 2015. Could I possibly see even one bird? I could only try.
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shaped tail I was looking for. The scope
was quickly redirected....and we had our
birds! Two adults flew purposefully left
and then a darker bird. With scope and
the bins, I managed to get my friends

Photo Courtesy: Jesús Rodriguez-Osorio

Pao Lucio of BirdwatchSpain had told me
how to access the overlook to the massive
cliff in the upper Guadalentin Valley, the
release site high in the Sierra de Cazorla.
I was determined to fit into our TOF
cycling tour from Barcelona to Malaga
(I am supporting!) an attempt to see
Andalucian Quebrantas Huesos. Luckily,
we had a rest day in Cazorla, here was my
chance. I set off with my husband Mike
and two friends, Herman and Cruz, our
trip leaders. All were keen for an adventure
and to see this magnificent bird.
We drove up hill from Cazorla (830m)
into the Parque National de Cazorla y
Segura for a continuous 80 minutes or
so on switch-back roads. The views are
stupendous and the pine forest most

A few stops later we had crossed a coll into
the Gaudalentin Valley and reached a fine
outlook. A beautiful wild valley spread
out before us. Autumn colours were just
beginning to dot the crags around us and
the Poplar Trees were golden in the valley
bottom. In the distance a high, extensive
cliff flanked the East side of the valley. This
was our target and we needed to be closer.
We pressed on and past Nava de San Pedro
to our right. About 1km further on the
road levelled out along a traverse and gave
a fantastic view of the valley. Around 200
Griffon Vultures were circling behind us
and up to the left. In the breeding season
Egyptian Vultures Neophron perenopterus
are also likely, but not now. The scope was
out and Herman quickly found a Cabra
Montes Capra pyrenaica hispanica along
the ridge line; but I had Quebranta Huesos
in mind and started to check through the
individual vultures coming out from the
cliffs before us.
A good strategy; it did not take long. One,
then two then three seemed larger and
showed the characteristic long wedge-
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on to the birds before they flew over the
ridge to the North East. Herman was
impressed by the majestic flight, more
Eagle-like than the Griffon Vultures. The
golden colours, beards and tail of the
adults showed well and we were elated
with our find. A little later one bird drifted
back across the valley. I realised it had
all the characteristics of a juvenile; dark
underside and a clearly serrated following
edge . Could this be the first wild-fledged
Quebranta Huesos in Andalucia, hatched
this year? It seemed most likely – this was
a special bird indeed. We admired it as it
flew on over our heads and disappeared
over the ridge. Our hope is that it is the
first of many and that this magnificent
bird flourishes again in Andalucia.

Hilary MacBean - ABS Member

30th September 2015.

To get there:
To reach the Junta de Andalucia
viewing area take the A319 North
out of Cazorla town for about 16kms.
Soon after entering the pine forest
take the turning up to the right on to
the JF-7091 to Nava de San Pedro, at
a small café. Amongst many signs, a
Junta sign indicates the direction to
the Nacimiento de Rio Guadalquivir
18km.
From here the road winds up hill
for approximately 10 kilometres on
tarmac and then becomes a well
made hard core road, easily driven
in a saloon car in good weather, for a
further 10 kilometres to Nava de San
Pedro. Continue for a further 1km on
sound track to the level traverse and
on the right, the first sign about the
Quebranta Huesos re-introduction,
erected by the Junta de Andalucia.
The Guadalentin Valley and the
massive cliff opposite are easily visible
from here. Another kilometre further
on at Lat 37.88517 long -2.87105 is
a view point, hidden up in the trees
to the left and a further interpretation
sign. The road itself gives the better
views.

Los Llanos naturally has a healthy
population of raptors, with the Black
Vulture the most common, but Savanna
Hawk, Snail Kite, Aplomado Falcon, Great
Black Hawk, Crested Caracara, Osprey
and Turkey Vulture are also frequently
seen together with a number of other
species of raptor.
The gallery forest along the waterways
provides an opportunity to see a
completely different range of birds and
animals. Commonly observed is the
strange, primitive Hoatzin, together with
Amazon Kingfisher, Green Kingfisher,
Pygmy Kingfisher and various members
of the parrot family. In the rivers it is also

Trogons, while the Paramo, above 4000
m altitude, is a fantastic landscape which,
at the right season, is covered with
flowers. The mountain rivers flowing
down from the high Andes provide the
ideal habitat for the elusive Torrent Duck
with its unbelievable ability to navigate
the turbulent waters. Venezuela also has
a lek for the strange Cock-of-the-Rock
where twice a day without fail 15-20 male
birds display in an amazing and noisy
performance. The arduous trek to the lek
is well worth the effort. As a high point to
any trip a visit to see the Harpy Eagle at a
nest site is a must. Venezuela is probably
the most dependable location in South

ONE OF THE GEMS OF SOUTH AMERICA
Ibis inhabit the Orinoco River Delta for
part of the year but migrate to Los Llanos
as the dry season progresses. There can
be few more stunning sights than a large

flock of these brilliant scarlet birds. The
water holes are also frequented by other
waterbirds including the large Orinoco
Goose and the smaller Black-bellied and
White-faced Whistling Ducks, Brazilian
Teal and Wattled Jacana. Although the
birds of Los Llanos are a major attraction
the animals provide a real additional
interest and should not be overlooked.
The bizarre Giant Anteater with its huge
brush-like tail, the many Spectacled
Caiman and the Green Anaconda are
all worthy of attention and interest. The
Anaconda is a truly massive snake growing
to more than 8.8 m in length, with a huge
girth and weighing up to 227 kg. The

Scarlet Ibis
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America to see this massive raptor which
feeds on monkeys, sloths and armadillos.
To complete the spectrum of habitats a
stay in the Orinoco River Delta provides
an opportunity to see true rainforest
viewed with ease from a boat on the main
rivers or tributaries.
Venezuela currently has a poor reputation
as a tourist destination, particularly in
terms of the violence in the large cities
such as Caracas, Maracaibo and Valencia,

Scarlet Macaw

uncommon they provide magnificent
spectacles when present in huge numbers.
The largest of these birds is the Jabiru
Stork with its striking black head and bill
and a bright red collar. Among the herons
the Whistling Heron is particularly
noticeable with its distinctive call and
subtle colours, while the commonest of
the herons is the large Cocoi Heron and
the most unusual the Rufescent Tiger
Heron with a complete change of plumage
from juvenile to adult. There are a number
of different Ibis species present in Los
Llanos, Sharp-tailed, Glossy, Buff-necked,
etc., but undoubtedly the signature bird of
Los Llanos is the Scarlet Ibis. The Scarlet

other common and prominent animal of
Los Llanos and one which seems to have
no fear of humans is the giant rodent the
Capybara, growing to 66 kg in weight.

possible to see the Pink River Dolphins,
although they barely break the surface
of the water to breathe which makes
photography nearly impossible and the
handsome Giant River Otter with its
inquisitive nature.
A visit to Los Llanos should be combined
with trips to other parts of the beautiful
country of Venezuela. The cloud forests
on the slopes of the Andes contain
myriad Hummingbirds, Quetzals and

Hoatzin

Los Llanos also has the advantages of
being extremely cheap at present and is
almost completely devoid of tourists.
The Pantanal and Los Llanos have much
in common they are both large flat regions
which become shallowly flooded during
the wet season and then progressively
drain and dry out during the dry season.
As the areas of water gradually shrink the
birds and animals become concentrated
in and around the water holes providing
unsurpassed opportunities to view large
numbers and great diversity of birds,
both resident and migratory. While many
of the bird species are present in both
the Pantanal and Los Llanos each has its

LOS LLANOS in VENEZUALA

Giant Anteater

own characteristic fauna. Although the
landscape of Los Llanos is flat there is a
variety of habitats ranging from the large
expanses of grassland where cattle are
grazed to gallery forest along the main
watercourses and these different habitats
support the wide range of species present.
Probably the most characteristic birds
of the waterholes and grasslands are
the large herons, ibis, egrets, storks and
spoonbills and while these birds are not

Jabiru

In recent years the Pantanal in Brazil
has been at the top of many people’s list
of places to visit, a situation stimulated
by the extensive television documentary
output about the area. Unfortunately it has
become a very expensive destination and
one that is difficult to organise due to the
pressure on available accommodation, but
do not despair there is a South American
rival to the Pantanal, Los Llanos in
Venezuela, which is equally spectacular.
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however a trip can be accomplished easily
without visiting these places. The airport
of Caracas is more than 40 km from the
city and once in the countryside the people
are friendly and welcoming and there is no
sense of threat. The local guides assured
us that a bird list of 500 species is easily
achievable in a visit to Venezuela and
with some effort this could be expanded
to 600. For anyone who wishes to have
a scintillating experience of what South
America has to offer Venezuela should be
high on the list.

Roger Marchant - ABS Member
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The Flamingo in flight is enormous, neck extended and legs
trailing. Behind it, a threatening storm sky is reflected, yellow and
black, in the waters
of the lagoon. In the
distance, to the left,
lie the mountains of
Cabo de Gata. To the
right, equally distant,
the tower of the
Iglesia de las Salinas,
the Church of the
Saltpans, spears into
the sky.
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I move along and come to three Red-rumped Swallows flying against a wall richly lit with
late afternoon light, and with a repetitive pattern of red arched tiles behind the birds.
Next, a Roller, also in flight and seen from
below, against an archetypal Almería
landscape: dried grasses, the crumbling ruin
of an abandoned cortijo and the dramatic flower spikes of two agaves, afire with the glow
of their seed-pods. The attention to detail is superb and the compositions are dramatic yet
entirely realistic. You can imagine that you might see any of these situations, if you struck
lucky, whilst out there birding.
This is the work of Finn Campbell-Notman and these paintings are three amongst the
fourteen that he completed during 2015 for his current exhibition, ‘The Immigrants’, at the
Albar Gallery in El Pilar, near Lubrín in Almería province. Finn is English but has lived
in Spain for many years and has spent long periods in Almería. Walking the landscape,
sitting and watching, searching out or coming by chance across a certain combination of
features - tumbledown beams in an old house, a clump of prickly pear cactus, evening
light on water - he finds ideas for his bird paintings.
The artist is not trying to be a field-guide illustrator. He has a fine art background but he
also knows his birds and puts them in real places, so you can sense that this is the dry
south-eastern corner of Spain. In his work, landscape and birds complement each other.
The birds are life size and the paintings tend to reflect that: the Flamingo canvas is 2.1 x
1.6 metres, for example.
On a simple level these are just striking images of birds, including Dartford Warbler,
Scops Owl, Bee-eaters, Hoopoe, Black Redstarts, Golden Orioles, Short-toed Eagle and others, but there is more to it than that. They
are not all migrants but the title of the exhibition, ‘The Immigrants’, is designed to get the viewer thinking. Campbell-Notman plays
on words, so the Red-rumped Swallow painting referred to above is entitled ‘Arcos de la Frontera’; not just an actual place where the
birds might be seen but a reference to the ‘arches’ in the picture and the ‘frontier’ hinting at their migration. He tells me too of how
he thought for a long time about the way in which the strong light reflected from the wall and the red of the arched tiles would affect
the colouring of the birds’ plumage.

An Artist’s Eye for Almeria’s Birds

Another painting is of two spent cartridge cases, finely detailed and entitled ‘Customs & Excise’. The viewer cannot avoid reflecting
on the ‘custom’ of shooting migrating birds and the possibility of them being ‘excised’ from the list of common species.
Finn knows his art history intimately too. Working on his painting of a couple of Black Redstarts in a ruin, he was thinking of the
abstract impressionists. Shadows of fallen roof-beams are imprinted black against a bright wall which has hints of yellow. There’s a
vivid blue sky and flashes of red from the birds. This is clearly a homage to the blocky, colourful work of Mondrian.
Finn aims to capture the character of the birds. He describes to me how on one occasion he was watching a pair of Black Wheatears
for half an hour, and was intrigued by their behaviour: “They’re shifty and boisterous, nervous and aggressive,” he says. Sometimes
he’ll make thumbnail sketches in the field, and will often take photos of features he wants to use as possible settings for his birds.
When he is working through his ideas, having absorbed the birds and the landscapes, and with a thorough knowledge of painters,
he finds that a moment arrives when he can synthesise all of these things to come up with a unique and original idea. There is a very
distinctive artistic vision in Finn Campbell-Notman’s work. Be sure to catch it if you possibly can, either at the exhibition, which runs
until late February / early March 2016 (www.albarrestaurante.com for location, opening times, etc) or on Finn’s website at http://
www.finncampbellnotman.com/birds/

Kevin Borman - ABS Member
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Your place to stay in Ronda

The best to combine a visit to the historical
City and birding in the Serrania de Ronda
•
•
•
•

Reformed recently
Ensuite rooms
TV and free Wifi
Economical

C/ Sevilla 51 - Ronda. Tel. 952871538 – 608454005
www.hotelmorales.es - Reservas@hotelmorales.es
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My local patch is in Jerez de la Frontera in the province of
Cádiz where I have been living for the past 30 years. I used to
do quite a bit of jogging in the countryside and couldn`t fail
to notice the great variety of birds in the areas I visited. Jerez
is not known for its woodland, more for its wine and grapes,
but apart from vineyards the greater part of the gently rolling
landscape round here is given over to two crops in particular,
wheat and sunflower seeds. There are also the occasional fields
of oats and some chickpeas are also grown. Anyway, being
more or less an absolute beginner, as far as
birding is concerned, one of them
especially caught my eye- a grey hawklike bird gliding slowly, lazily even, over
the wheat fields. This turned out to be a
Montagu`s Harrier and over the last few years I
have observed its behaviour much more closely.
When I first saw this bird it was from the ring
road motorway being built from the airport
round Jerez. A pair would nest in the wheat field quite near the
road but when the road opened to traffic the harriers seemed to
disappear from one year to the next and not return. One day,
but only about 3 kilometres from home, well off the beaten track
and with no road traffic in sight, just the odd biker and farm
vehicle now and again, I saw several pairs of Montagu`s Harriers
soaring and zooming up and down over a recently sown wheat
field. They were probably sorting out which would pair off with
which – that`s the conclusion I came to anyway.
The first ones appear in mid-March in Jerez and glide low over
the fields either into
or with the wind and
in absolutely no hurry
at all. Gradually, once
they spot you, they
will soar until almost
out of sight, even with
binoculars. Mating is
an eventful affair (isn`t
it!) and you often see
threesomes almost crashing into each other as they seem to be
deciding who goes with whom. But you never know, a male may
mate with more than one female. The experts will probably know.
This carries on in early April, while at the same time the wheat,
now about a foot or so high, is skimmed by Bee-eaters as they
fly further north and is also occupied by lots of Yellow Wagtails
which hop along the rough tracks along the side of the fields,
presumably not far away from their nests.

In May several Montagu’s Harrier nests may be established in
one large field, something which surprised me considerably, as
one expects raptors to be quite solitary birds, but these seem
to get along well with each other. In this particular area people
from the Department of the Environment in Cádiz can often be
seen observing the birds` habits and, probably towards the end
of May, they come and mark nests with red and white tape so
that, come harvest time in the second half of June, the drivers
of the combine harvesters can skirt round them and spare the
nest and young birds. Sometimes these drivers find nests
themselves as their view from the driving seat is much better
than on foot. I know because I have sat beside one!
Unfortunately they can`t spot them all... So, they
leave an area of about 60 square metres uncut and
the Harriers continue bringing up their young. I
have observed between two and four in a nest - I
say nest but this is usually just a fairly small area
of flattened down straw.
I have approached nests after harvesting and seen
chicks at various stages of development. When
they can fly they will often perch on straw bales and
are easily spotted. Other times, in early July, they will
choose to perch on top of the ripening sunflowers and
thus their brown feathers blend in with the background.
The Harriers seem to disappear off to Africa in July and are not
seen again until the following spring. Due to crop rotation, this
year`s wheat field becomes next year`s sunflower field, so new
locations have to be chosen for nests. I am told by the local game
warden
(Red-legged
Partridge also breed
in the area) that last
year they had to get
permission to shoot
up to 20 foxes, whose
presence in the area
has increased. Indeed I
saw some dead Harrier
chicks near a nest this
year, no doubt having fallen prey to a fox.
I mentioned Bee-eaters earlier and, although there are no
colonies in the area, they do appear again during the last week
of August when, on their way back to Africa, they stop off near
a group of bee hives and perch on electricity wires, while storing
up energy before setting off again. No more are seen after the
first week of September.
Michael Potts - ABS Member

My local patch
Jerez de la Frontera
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Binoculars & Telescopes
DBA VHD

Discovery WP PC

“Smaller, Lighter, Brighter, Sharper”, the new DBA VHD takes the Opticron
design philosophy to a new level. The all new VHD optical system offers brighter,
sharper images compared to its predecessor in a similarly compact package.

Using an ultra-compact
optical design the
Discovery WP PC
series are among
the smallest
waterproof roof
prism binoculars available
on the market.
5 year guarantee.

Designed around and built for the professional and enthusiast looking for
8/10x42 quality but preferring the size, weight
and feel of a smaller binocular, the DBA
VHD offers an unrivalled combination
of performance, comfort and
ergonomics for under 8003.
100% made in Japan.
30 year guarantee.
8x42 7493,
10x42 7693

Digiscoping Kits
Affordable and easy-to-use these digiscoping
kits include an Olympus VG-180 camera plus
all the mounts needed to fix it to compatible
HR2, HDF T or SDL eyepieces. 2393

Phonescoping Adapters
Opticron smartphone photoadapters are
a convenient and inexpensive way of
attaching your smartphone to your Opticron
spottingscope eyepiece and shooting high
magnification photos and video.
Available for iPhone 4/4S, 5/5S & 6 and
Samsung Galaxy S3/S4/S5. Prices from 64.953

Specially designed for adults and
children 7 years+, 2014 Discovery’s
fold to 52mm (8x32), 53mm (8/10x42)
8x32 2193, 8x42 2353, 10x42 2493

ES 80 GA v3
Fieldscopes
With ‘best in class’
performance combined with
rugged dependability and genuine user comfort, the ES 80 v3 is the perfect
choice for anyone looking for a high quality, affordable fieldscope to
enhance their birdwatching.
Available in SD or ED tri-element high definition objective lens with a choice
of HDF T or SDL eyepieces. 100% Made in Japan. 30 year guarantee.
Bodies: ES 80 GA SD/45 5193, ES 80 GA ED/45 7193
Eyepieces: HDF T 23xWW 1793, HDF T 20-60x zoom 2593,
SDLv2 20-60x zoom 3793

For more information on the full range of Opticron binoculars, monoculars, telescopes,
digiscoping equipment and accessories visit us at www.opticron.co.uk
For your nearest stockist or special offers available to ABS Members email sales@opticron.co.uk
Opticron. Unit 21, Titan Court, Laporte Way, Luton, Beds, LU4 8EF UK Tel: +44 (0)1582 726522
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